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anaging a global supply chain takes a lot of special- customers get their shipments on time and correctly. And they
ized and complicated know-how. Shippers who use validated systems that ensure regulatory compliance, with no
exceptions,” says J.B., a company president.
don’t have the right people on staff to manage
Finally, 3PLs should display the three R’s set forth by R.R., a
logistics operations, or whose businesses grow too
big or diverse, may need to hand off those func- vice president of business development: “J.B. Hunt consistently
meets my three R’s: Response, Rates, and Reliability.”
tions to someone else.
By taking on transportation and logistics functions, 3PLs give
Third-party logistics (3PL) companies have the tools, the talshippers the freedom to reallocate resources and focus on what
ent, the knowledge, and the experience to help supply chains
they are best at: providing services and making products. Each
operate more efficiently, and savvy logistics managers know
year, Inbound Logistics’ Readers’ Choice
when to ask for help.
Top 10 3PL Excellence survey gives
When bringing a 3PL partner on
those shippers a chance to sing the
board, managers need to look for cerAND THE WINNERS ARE
praises of the partners that do so much
tain qualities.
for them.
First, your 3PL should provide some
In 2015, 6,250 voters filled out the
bang for your buck. “C.H. Robinson
1
6
awards
survey to show their appreciaprovided me with the most value for
C.H. Robinson
Kenco
tion for their logistics partners. Working
my dollar as it pertains to knowledge of
in myriad positions across the entire
logistics, business trends, and sense of
2
7
spectrum of the supply chain — from
urgency in terms of listening to customEcho
Penske
purchasing, to warehouse management,
ers. They are always available 24/7/365,
to transportation management — voters
and have proven their commitment,”
3
8
represent many household names and
says T.S., a global sourcing specialist.
brands, including Amazon.com, CocaA good provider helps to offset its
Transplace
(TIE) Unyson
(TIE) SEKO
Cola, Walgreens, American Apparel,
own cost by saving shippers money
YMCA,
Nestlé, 3M, Whirlpool,
in their own operations. “Menlo has
4
9
Monsanto,
Ace Hardware, and
been effective at driving down our
Ryder
McDonald’s.
Each of those compatransportation costs, finding new proMenlo
nies spends millions on transportation
viders, and identifying and eliminating
5
and logistics annually. (See About the
unnecessary costs,” says I.D., a lead
10
(TIE) UPS
Survey Respondents and Vote of Thanks
logistics analyst.
(TIE) J.B. Hunt
Landstar
on the following pages for more backSecond, strong 3PL partners handle
ground on this year’s voters.)
problems before you even know there are
With such a large sampling of job
problems. “Flexibility in SEKO Logistics’
titles making up the voter pool, our reade rs provide us with
processes makes things easier on us, and they have the knowledge
valuable data that lets us take the pulse of the supply chain. For
to resolve problems before they affect our service level,” says logisexample, survey respondents love partnerships that are easy:
tics manager G.K.
“Landstar? I call them plug-and-play,” says J.L., an asset manager.
Third, 3PL partners should have the right attitude, and a
For many shippers, reliability is paramount. “With Echo, my
willingness to put your needs above all else. “Kenco keeps an
shipments always arrive on time, and I’ve never had to file a claim
extraordinary focus on customer service and regulatory comfor damaged or missing items,” reports logistics manager M.H.
pliance. They go above and beyond to make sure that our
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Most importantly, shippers care about
service quality, with 70 percent of survey respondents saying quality is more
important than price (though that number notably declined from 80 percent
in 2014). Additionally, 43 percent say
poor customer service is the reason
shipper/3PL relationships fail. With such
a high focus on quality service, many
shippers say the key is to find a partner
that can best meet your needs, and stick
with them. “SEKO Logistics is the only
company we now use, after having tried
many,” one shipper says. “They always get
the job done for us.”

3PLs TO WATCH

3PL EXCELLENCE
AWARDS 2015

ABOUT THE SURVEY RESPONDENTS
FUNCTION

SERVICES READERS BUY

Corporate Management

34%

Air Freight

44%

Logistics/Distribution

24%

Motor Freight (TL/LTL)

76%

Supply Chain/Purchasing/
Supply Management

19%

Ocean, Ocean Intermodal

34%

Transportation/Traffic Management

12%

Rail, Rail Intermodal

45%

Operations

11%

Small Package Delivery,
Expedited, Express

65%

3PL, Contract Logistics

65%

Supply Chain Technology,
Software/Systems

44%

INDUSTRY

Manufacturing

34%

Retail/Wholesale

49%

Services or Government

17%

ANNUAL TRANSPORT/LOGISTICS SPEND

Transportation Equipment

18%

Warehousing & DC Services

65%

Materials Handling Systems,
Equipment, Forklifts

31%

Packaging/Labeling Systems

16%

More than $50 Million

24%

$10-$49 Million

36%

$1-$10 Million

21%

International Shipping,
Freight Forwarding
Fleet Operations, Dedicated
Contract Carriage

Less than $1 Million

19%

Site, Port, or Facility Selection

42%
26%
29%

These 3PLs did not receive enough
votes to place on this year’s Top 10
list, but they have a large following
among our readers.
■■ APL Logistics
■■ Coyote
■■ Exel
■■ Expeditors
■■ GEODIS
■■ GlobalTranz
■■ OHL
■■ Saddle Creek
■■ Schneider Logistics
■■ TQL
■■ Unishippers
■■ XPO Logistics
■■ Yusen Logistics
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IN THEIR OWN WORDS

A SAMPLING OF READER COMMENTS

“C.H. Robinson is very responsive, constantly offering out-of-the-box solutions that help
us improve our operations without us asking for it.”
– J.H., Carrier Administration Manager
“Unyson rocks my face off! Best service ever.”

– J.G., Marketing Coordinator

“SEKO Logistics is the best company I have worked with, and every person on their staff
is pleasant and amazing. They help me with everything that I ask of them quickly and
efficiently. I would recommend this company to anyone and everyone.” – R.H., Executive Assistant
“Echo’s agents have a brain, work out problems, and are proactive—not the typical
freight company robot. Am I being too harsh? I pay more for their skill set.”

– D.O., Owner

“Transplace is the head transportation 3PL. Anything thereafter is secondary. They do it
all. They know how to do things efficiently.”
– A.M., Dispatcher
“Kenco offers great attention to detail, and fully integrated partnerships with vendors.”

– T.L., Business Development Manager

3M Canada • ABH Nature’s Product • ACE Hardware • Activision • Advance Pet Products • Aetna • Akron Electric Inc • Alabama Metal
Industries Company • Allegro Coffee • Allied Packaging Corporation • Alamo Corporation • Amazon.com • Ameren • American Apparel •
American Eagle Outfitters • American Honda Motor Co. Inc. • Atlantis Pools • Avery Dennison • Avon • Azcon Metals • Baldor Electric • Barrel
O’ Fun Snack Foods • Barton International • Blue Diamond Growers • Boeing • Bombardier • Booz Allen Hamilton • Bosch • Boyce Products •
Bridgestone Amercas • Briggs & Stratton • Brookstone • Broyhill Company • Burton Enterprises • Cable Direct • Cablecraft Motion Controls •
Calgon Carbon Corporation • Calient Networks • CME Wire & Cable • Colt Manufacturing Company • Columbia Export Group • Con Agra Foods
• Connecticut Rubber Molding Corp. • Continental Mills • Corning Cable Systems(Shanghai) Co. • Cox Communications • Crawford Supply •
Crayons to Classrooms • Creative Polymers Inc • Crocs • Crop to Cup Coffee Co. • C-Shore International Milling Co. • Culligan International
• Cummins • Cummins Power Generation • Del Monte Foods • Dell Corning Corporation • Electrolux • Elementia USA • Elite Retreat • Elkay
Wood Products • Elmer’s Products Inc • Flagship Food Group • Flavors-R-Specialty Inc. • Fleetwood Floors • Flexcon • Flexible Packaging •
Flex-N-Gate • Flexport • FloorHeat Company • Flooring Finesse by Design Inc • Florida Power & Light • Florida Rigging & Hydraulics • Florida
Silica Sand Co • Fortessa Tableware Solutions • GE Capital • GE Power & Water • Geiger of Austria Inc • Gelati Co. • General Egyptian Trading •
General Mills • General Motors • General Pump and Machinery • Georgia Ports Authority • Gerdau Steel • Gerresheimer Glass • Gestamp North
America • H Brown Inc. •
Hagie Manufacturing Company
• Hall Inc. • Hallmark •
Hamlet Protein Inc. • Hampton
Farms • Hanes • Hankook
Tire USA • Hapamac Co. •
Happy Hen Treats • Harco
Metal Products Inc • Harland
Clarke • Harold Beck & Sons
• Harris Systems • Harrison
Machine & Plastic Corporation
• Harrison Specialty Co. Inc.
• Harsco Minerals • Hawk
Inc • Hawthorn • HB Fuller •
Healthcare Supply Solutions
• Healthway • HeartWise Inc./
NatureWise • Heat Transfer
Systems of Georgia • Heat-Flo
Inc • Heidelberg USA •
Helix Systems • Henges •
Henkel • Henry Schein •
Hensley Inc. • Hero Energy
Shot • Hibbett Wholesale
Inc • JBC Technololgies • JC
Steele & Sons Inc • Russell
Equipment Company •
Rustic Log Furniture Inc. •
Rustoleum • RV Industries
• SB International Inc •
Sahara Motor Liners • Saint
Cloud Hospital • Saint Louis
University • Salesforce •
Salvation Army • Samsung •
Scentsy Inc • Schiller Grounds
Care Inc • Schlotterbeck &
Foss • Schneider Electric •
Sikorsky Aircraft • Silt-Saver
Inc • Smith & Wesson •
Smithfield Foods • Smiths
Medical • Snapple • Solidia
Technologies • Solutions 2 Go
• Solutions Way Management
Who votes for the Top 10 3PL Excellence Award
• Sonic Equipment • Soucy
Brothers • South Coast Filters
winners? Inbound Logistics readers do, and they
• South Georgia Pecan Co. •
Southeast Dairy Processors
Tiller Foods • Southeastern
Container Inc. • Southeastern
represent a range of industries and company
Data Mfg. • Sto Corp. • Stone
Source • Storage Solutions •
sizes — from leading corporations to SMBs. This
Strano • Sugar Flash Trans
• Sullivan • Sulzer Pumps
year, 6,270 of you cast ballots and shared praise
Mexico • Sumika Polymers
North America • Sunbelt Mfg.
Co. • Suncoast Chemicals Co.
• Sunny Delight Beverages
for the third-party logistics providers that support
Co • Sunrise Specialty •
Sunset Trading • Sunshine
your supply chain, logistics, and transportation
& Associates • SunTerra
Produce Traders Inc. •
operations, and keep your company globally
Takeda Pharmaceuticals •
Talentwise • Talley Inc. •
Talos Engineered Products
• Tamiami Tile • Tandem
competitive. Thanks to all who voted.
Technologies • Tapco Inc
• Tara Materials • Target •
Target Marketing Worldwide
Inc. • Tasty Candies •
Taubensee Steel & Wire
Company • TCW • Team
Campbell • Tech Hydraulics • Tech Mahindra • Tech Product Specialties Inc • Technimark • Technocraft • Tekfor Mexico • Telect Inc • Tello
• Termax Corporation • Tesla Motors • Textile Automation • The Home Depot • The Hum Spirits Company • The Invisible Chef • The JM
Smucker Company • The King Group • The Pampered Chef • The Plastics Group • The Production Network • The Richard Franco Agency Inc •
Thermaco • Thermo King • Thiel and Thiel • This Agile Life • Thomas Tebben • Thompson and Thompson • Thompson Leasing • Thompsonn
Partners • Thrushwood Farms Quality Meats Inc • TiLite • TimberSIL of Texas • Time-DC • TJX Companies • TMC • TMM Inc • Topos Mondial
Corp. • Toshiba International • Toshiba Lighting & Technology • Toyota Boshoku Canada • Toyota Boshoku Woodstock • Toyota Lift of South
Texas • Toys R Us • TP Inventing • Tractor Supply Company • Tracy’s Dispatch Inc • Trailer X-Press Inc • Trane • Trans-Research International
Initiative Inc. • Transway Inc. • Tranzon • Tranztec Solutions Inc • Trelleborg Wheel Systems Americas • Trendler Inc • TREX Corporation • Triad
Mobile Home Supply • Tri-Dim Filter Corporation • Trinity Services Group • Triple Crown Sports • Triumph Aerostructures • Triways Inc • Trolley
• Tropical Paradise Enterprises • Tyson Foods Inc • U.S. Battery Mfg • UAMS • Uline • Underbudget Builders • Uni-Cast Inc. • Unilever •
Union Beer • Unit Pack Company Inc • U-Park • U.S. Coatings • U.S. Foods • U.S. Greenfiber • U.S. Sign & Fabrication • USG Boral Building
Products • USG Corporation • Wisconsin’s Best Cranberries • Wise Foods Inc • WD40 • Xactro Tool Inc. • Xylem Inc • Yakima Products •
Yesing International Inc • YMCA of Greater St. Louis • Young Guns Produce Inc • Zemasios High Seas Group • Zone Offshore • zulily.com

TO ALL WHO
VOTED…

thank
YOU
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C.H. Robinson

WHY THEY WON: “C.H. Robinson
has always valued our employees who have a knack for
building strong relationships with our customers and work
hard to help make their supply chain a competitive advantage,” says John Wiehoff, CEO and Chairman of the Board.
“Our global employee base has the local market knowledge
and the ability to develop innovative solutions for our current and future customers, which, in turn, helps position
C.H. Robinson as the 3PL of choice.”

Customers consider the Prairie, Minn.-based 3PL a true
business partner. “C.H. Robinson plays
a pivotal role in our daily operation,
and continues to exceed expectations with its high level of
customer service and strategic
approach to managing our
business,” says Aaron Leach,
senior director of supply chain
at Wayne Farms.
“They are a true extension of
our logistics department, and
get freight moving seamlessly,”
says another customer.

VIZIO

WHY THEY WON: “For 10 years,

Echo has been focused on
helping our clients simplify and
streamline their transportation management processes,”
says Chairman and CEO Douglas R. Waggoner. “We do that
through our proprietary technology platform, the expertise of
our dedicated teams, and our significant buying power. We
provide the technology, capacity, and expertise that many
middle-market organizations need so they can focus on their
core business and leave the rest to us.”
For Jon Backes, director of operations at global water
solutions company Culligan International, the 3PL is an
extension of his company’s team. “Echo carries the load of
our logistics network. They’ve enabled us to make smart
decisions about how we save money and better service our
customers.”
The Chicago-based 3PL makes transportation management less complicated. “Echo gets it,” says one IL reader. “I
am a small company with big needs and whatever the situation, Echo delivers, follows up, and completes the job.”

CLIENT ROSTER:

Archway
Cholula Hot Sauce

●● Culligan

Greenheck

Guthy-Renker
Monster Beverage

CASE STUDY: CULLIGAN INTERNATIONAL

CLIENT ROSTER:

●● REI

2

Echo

Evergreen
Packaging
General Cable

Dole Packaged
Foods
Shell

CASE STUDY: ENERGIZER HOLDINGS

Diverse transportation processes across products
prevented Energizer Holdings, a battery and personal
care products manufacturer, from reaching the maximum
potential for savings and efficiency. The manufacturer
turned to C.H. Robinson to help expand a successful
crossdock solution in China to incorporate all of its business
lines. This allowed the company to reduce its transportation
budget and cut the total weight and volume shipped
between U.S. distribution centers by 65 percent due to
added visibility, efficiency, and upfront planning.
Thanks to the success of the crossdock, Energizer
Holdings started plans to expand the process for the remaining products shipped from Asia to the United States. The
company anticipates the expansion will consolidate activities
and cut redundancies to drive financial savings.
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Global water solutions company Culligan International has
worked with Echo for eight years to continually improve its
supply chain with technology solutions.
Among the many solutions Echo has provided Culligan
during their partnership are programs
that track performance indicators such
as freight’s cost-per-ton-per-mile and
its on-time percentage, allowing
Echo and Culligan to make
adjustments as needed.
“With Echo’s technology
solutions, we’ve been able to
reduce our workload and focus
our resources on more value-added
activity,” says Backes. “Echo has
proactively come to the table at every
step and provided technological
solutions that we could integrate into
our ERP systems.”

ELLENCE
3

Transplace
WHY THEY WON: “Our focus

on North American freight
transportation management
as a non-asset-based provider, our proprietary technology,
our successful human capital development strategies,
and our many referenceable customers across numerous
industries set us apart from other 3PLs,” says CEO Thomas
K. Sanderson.
The Frisco, Texas-based 3PL helps shippers take control
of their supply chain. “Since we began our partnership,
Transplace has helped streamline our transportation management while achieving greater visibility,” says Joe Tocci,
Intertape Polymer Group’s senior vice president of global
sourcing and supply chain. “Transplace’s
team established improved processes
and provided industry expertise to
drive continuous improvement.”
CLIENT ROSTER:

BorgWarner
Brenntag
Campbell Soup
Company
Cummins
Diamond Foods

Del Monte
KMG
Chemicals
Sunny Delight
U.S. Gypsum
●● Welch’s

CASE STUDY: DEL MONTE FOODS

4

Ryder
WHY THEY WON: Customers come

to rely on the Miami-based 3PL’s
supply chain expertise and
proactive solutions. “Ryder understands our products, what
we’re trying to accomplish, and how our business works,”
says Jim Billings, director of supply chain management,
Royal Building Products. “They’re not just focused on getting
freight onto trucks — they help us execute our business
strategies and achieve our business goals.”
IL readers agree. “Ryder eases the complication and
burden of managing transportation and logistics services so
that my team can focus on our core competencies,” says
one shipper.
Regulations, talent shortages, and shifting consumer
behavior are creating changes in business and supply chain
operations, but Ryder is helping businesses stay on top.
“When it comes to trends, Ryder considers the disruptors
that are causing them. These disruptors are leading to trends
such as nearshoring, flexible port options, peer/competitor
collaboration, and leveraged networks,” says Steve Sensing,
President, Global Supply Chain Solutions, Ryder System,
Inc. “Ryder is leading the way by turning
the tide and helping businesses
become the disruptors, and
driving innovation in the
supply chain.”

In February 2014, an ownership change at Del Monte
Foods Inc., a producer, distributor, and marketer of food
products, necessitated the implementation of a new ERP
system under a constrained timeline. Del Monte needed
to transition its integration with Transplace to the new ERP.
In November 2014, Del Monte also decided to replace its
incumbent automated appointment scheduling system with
the appointment system from Transplace.

CLIENT ROSTER:

The target date for both implementations was
Jan. 26, 2015. While both timelines were compressed,
the level of collaboration and preparation between Del
Monte and Transplace facilitated complete integration
testing well before the cutover date, and ensured no gaps
in transmission of orders from the new ERP to Transplace’s
TMS for tendering to carriers. The implementation of
Transplace’s appointment scheduling application allowed
for the load tender process and appointment setting to be a
“one stop shop” for both Del Monte and customer-controlled
carriers in and out of Del Monte facilities.

Apria Healthcare, one of America’s leading providers of
home respiratory services and medical equipment, turned
to Ryder for help in redesigning its supply chain. More
than 75 percent of shipments are now consolidated into
full truckloads, moving at truckload rates. Expedited freight
shipments have also been significantly reduced. Ryder
operates a dedicated fleet of 23 tractors, 34 trailers, and
29 drivers for Apria, and optimizes lanes regularly to take
advantage of backhaul opportunities. Apria has realized
annual cost savings of more than $1 million, a reduced
carbon footprint, and improved customer service.

Apria Healthcare
Royal Building
Products
Pilot Pen Mexico
WB Mason

●● Toyota

Whirlpool
General Motors
Windmill Farms
Nurseries

Hunter Fan
Cisco

CASE STUDY: APRIA HEALTHCARE
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5

UPS Supply Chain
Solutions

TIE

WHY THEY WON: “While there are

hundreds of 3PLs, there are only
a handful that are industry-focused and global, and that’s
where UPS excels. We’re also an integrated part of one of
the largest supply chain providers in the world delivering
end-to-end solutions,” says Stan Deans, President.

The Atlanta-based 3PL strives to help shippers tackle
their biggest challenges. “Customer challenges vary by
industry and region, but a common challenge is the need
to do more with less,” says Deans. “That’s where a 3PL like
UPS can help, whether it’s leveraging existing buildings
and technology to expand around the world or dealing with
industry regulations and complex Importer of Record issues.”
CLIENT ROSTER:

Sprint
eSecurtel
Philips Healthcare
Triumph
Motorcycles

Carestream
Hopkins Golf
GN Netcom
●● Pratt & Whitney

March Networks
K12
S1

5

J.B. Hunt
WHY THEY WON: J.B. Hunt works

hard to create exceptional value
for its customers.

“Delivering meaningful, measurable value isn’t just a goal;
it’s an integral part of our culture,” says Shelley Simpson,
Chief Marketing Officer. “We’re focused on innovating new
solutions for industry inefficiencies and providing singlesource, customer-oriented solutions for any transportation
challenge.”
The Lowell, Ark.-based 3PL’s customers agree. “J.B. Hunt
has the ability to meet customer needs and handle large
volumes. They are a great partner to find out-of-the-box
solutions,” says one shipper.
J.B. Hunt alerts shippers of changing regulations and
discusses the updates to increase awareness and eliminate
inefficiency. “Changing regulations can be best addressed
when carriers and customers partner,” says Simpson. “It’s
essential that our customers attain a thorough comprehension of all new and upcoming regulation changes, as well as
the appropriate methodology to optimize their operations.”
CLIENT ROSTER:

CASE STUDY: PRATT & WHITNEY

When Pratt & Whitney opened a new 600,000-squarefoot Northeast Logistics Center (NELC), it turned to UPS
to improve its warehouse and distribution operations. UPS
began providing Pratt & Whitney with warehousing, the
assembly of kits of parts to manufacture or repair aircraft
engines, customs brokerage expertise, and visibility across
its supply chain.
“Having UPS as a third-party logistics supplier
enables Pratt & Whitney to focus on its core business
operations — the manufacturing, assembly, and testing
of aircraft engines,” says
Earl Exum, vice president
of global materials and
logistics, Pratt & Whitney.
UPS is certified UTC
Supplier Gold and serves
Pratt & Whitney at the NELC
in New Hampshire, the
Georgia distribution center
in Atlanta, and facilities in
West Palm Beach, Fla., Dallas, and Venlo, the Netherlands.
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Goodyear
BJ’s Wholesale
Club
Costco

Target
Mission Foods
ConAgra
General Mills

Tesla Motors
Cornerstone
Brands
●● D&W Fine Pack

CASE STUDY: D&W FINE PACK

With 11 locations across the United States, food service
and food packaging products provider D&W Fine Pack
needed a logistics provider for enhanced visibility and
control of its operation.
D&W Fine Pack chose J.B. Hunt Transport to be its
single-source logistics partner, consolidating an array of
transportation management systems within the J.B. Hunt
360, and partnering with a team of dedicated specialists
to optimize their solutions. J.B. Hunt Transport seamlessly
integrates the latest logistics technology with D&W Fine
Pack’s current processes, from dock scheduling to freight
tracking to customer service.

ELLENCE
6

Kenco
WHY THEY WON: Kenco focuses on

long-term business relationships
instead of quarter-end results.
The Chattanooga, Tenn.-based 3PL uses its five operating
divisions (logistics, transportation, material handling,
real estate, and management services) to leverage fully
integrated solutions for customers, and has a proven track
record of operational excellence and consistent customer
satisfaction. “Kenco is big enough to handle everything we
throw at them, but small enough to know we are important
to them,” says one customer.
Enhancing openness,
transparency, and good
communication with
customers helps Kenco
develop relationships based
on trust. “Kenco works to
develop truly consultative
relationships that provide
insightful, long-range,
customized solutions. We
work with our customer
to identify pain points
and ensure an alignment of vision and values to lay the
foundation toward mutually beneficial collaboration,” says
Chairwoman and CEO Jane Kennedy Greene.
CLIENT ROSTER:

American Standard
●● Bosch

Carrier
Cummins

7

Penske Logistics
WHY THEY WON: Collaboration

is one key tool Penske uses
to develop solid logistics
operations. The Reading, Pa.-based 3PL maintains an
ongoing conversation with its customers to create specialized
solutions tailored to operations and market demands.
“Today’s market-leading
companies use their supply chains
to drive innovation and competitive
advantage. This, in turn, drives
demand for logistics providers,”
says President Marc Althen.
“While demand for logistics is
increasing, the industry faces a
talent shortage and needs more
logistics engineers, technology
professionals, warehouse workers,
and truck drivers to meet the needs
of current and evolving freight
fulfillment models businesses
and consumers rely on for their
services.”
From sourcing and
manufacturing through delivery and return,
Penske uses technology and experience to formulate
specifically targeted solutions for customers.
CLIENT ROSTER:

DuPont
Honeywell
Keurig Green
Mountain Inc.

Post Foods
Stryker Medical
Whirlpool

Ford
BMW
GM

Wegmans Food
Markets
Kroger
Eastman Chemical

Wawa
Natura
●● Whirlpool
PPG Industries

CASE STUDY: A PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY

CASE STUDY: EASTMAN CHEMICAL

A pharmaceutical customer’s growing order volumes and
regulatory compliance needs prompted Kenco to re-evaluate
the customer’s technology solution. After an examination of
systems that could support the new profile, Kenco partnered
with JDA for a tier-one warehouse management system. The
implementation was completed in nine months — achieving
full productivity within two weeks. Today, the customer’s
supply chain operates at a new level of efficiency, and the
system provides greater visibility into the inventory and order
management process. Kenco manages 30 percent more
volume using the same space and workforce, and pick-line
replenishment has improved by more than 50 percent.

Penske Logistics worked with Eastman Chemical to reduce
container cycle times and overall costs, and supply refrigerated capacity in a very tight market. To help Eastman achieve
its goals in domestic moves in Tennessee and South Carolina,
Penske had Eastman Chemical switch to an all-truck solution,
including dedicated contract carriage and inbound freight
management from regional ports. It was such a success that
Penske was given a Special Recognition Award to commemorate its strong work for Eastman.
“Penske was instrumental in keeping reefer loads covered
in critical times,” says Julie Byers, Eastman Chemical’s procurement manager. “We appreciate their creativity.”
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Unyson

WHY THEY WON: “Unyson’s primary
differentiators are accountability
and flexibility,” says David
Marsh, Chief Supply Chain Officer. “Unyson designs and
implements its supply chain management solutions based
on our clients’ individual business requirements and
capabilities.”

Through collaborative relationships, Unyson and its clients
invest the needed resources to gain targeted benefits.
“Unyson is a long-term strategic partner. We rely on
their expertise, creativity, and commitment to excellence
to develop and drive the execution of innovative supply
chain solutions,” says Debbie Ryan, vice president of global
transportation and logistics at Ascena Retail Group.
Jerry Ellison, senior manager Americas logistics and
operations at Pfizer, also relies on its partnership with
the St. Louis-based 3PL. “Unyson’s
partnership, quality of service, and
analytical support is truly valued. Their
solutions and reporting capabilities are
timely and precise.”
CLIENT ROSTER:

Big Lots
Keurig Green
Mountain
Global Industrial
Harbor Freight
Tools

Nexeo Solutions
●● Starbucks

Toys R Us
Lumber Liquidators
Walgreens
Pfizer

CASE STUDY: POPULAR RETAILER

A well-known retailer was looking for
complete less-than-truckload (LTL) inbound
supply chain visibility, and innovative methods for
consolidating freight in reverse mode optimization.
To help the retailer, Unyson modeled and designed a
cross-dock solution to deliver 15 percent or more savings
in comparison to their current LTL transportation provider,
while offering a shared savings program. Detailed reporting
throughout the routing process and shipment lifecycle aided
the retailer in managing vendor compliance.
Unyson provided the retailer with the management of
pickups from 700+ suppliers throughout North America,
and optimization and consolidation of all shipments across
the LTL shipment network.
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TIE

8

SEKO
WHY THEY WON: Customer

Matthew Stark, national sales
manager at Dippin’ Dots,
appreciates SEKO’s relationship and the service it provides.
“Partnering with SEKO has been extraordinary,”
says Stark. “It has cut our lead time on deployments to
new accounts in half, resulting in a favorable customer
experience by being able to set up our customers quickly.”
SEKO is always up to help shippers overcome challenges,
and customers turn to the 3PL to scale out operations
based on existing staff and infrastructure. “We’ve been
successful at providing solutions to shippers because we
deploy integrated logistics solutions,” says President and
CEO William Wascher. “We are an extension of their teams
around the world and here at home.”

CLIENT ROSTER:

●● Jaguar/Land

Rover
Dippin’ Dots
Escalade Sports
Lulu Guinness
Beckman Coulter
APAC Sale
Cath Kidston
Instrumentation
Laboratory
CASE STUDY: DIPPIN’ DOTS

Dippin’ Dots recognized nationwide opportunities to
improve market penetration by increasing its retail pointof-sale presence. But to make this possible, the company
needed to get display deep freezers to market quickly.
To reduce transportation costs, SEKO Logistics helped
Dippin’ Dots consolidate LTL shipments into FTL regional
deliveries to SEKO hub facilities. It configured the MySEKO
portal to provide visibility to all asset and supply chain
information for Dippin’ Dots’ logistics personnel, and
simplified pricing structures to enable accurate forecasting
of costs while also improving overall service and sales.
Dippin’ Dots improved its speed-to-market lead time by
50 percent, and is poised to increase its retail sales locations
significantly in the first year of the SEKO program. The
successes have enabled Dippin’ Dots to satisfy more retail
outlet requests for displays, and to satisfy more customers.

ELLENCE
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Menlo Worldwide
Logistics

WHY THEY WON: Menlo understands that supply chain needs
constantly change. To stay ahead of the curve, the 3PL proposes new ideas and solutions to build value for customers.

“It starts with understanding the customer’s needs and
priorities, then taking an agnostic approach to engineering a
solution,” says Menlo Logistics’ President Bob Bianco. “The
next step is collaborating with the customer and using Lean
tools and methods to ensure the solution is implemented
properly and is working. It’s recombining capabilities,
resources, and assets in new ways to solve problems.”
Ed Irvine, warehouse manager of MTU America Inc.,
recognizes the benefits of the San Francisco-based 3PL’s
innovative strategies. “Menlo Logistics’ commitment to
Lean principles and
continuous improvement
has provided increased
efficiency and customer
satisfaction, while working
to drive down operational
costs and improve our
bottom line.”
CLIENT ROSTER:

●● Amazon

BP
Dow Chemical
Google

GM
HP
MTU America
New Era

Shell
Starbucks

CASE STUDY: PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY

A multi-national petrochemical company needed help
managing material shipments from vendors. The customer
needed to better manage its operations by increasing visibility
into material status, transit times, and transportation costs.
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Landstar

WHY THEY WON: Local presence,
strong knowledge base,
and access to capacity
solutions set Landstar apart from other 3PLs. Customers
receive a solutions-oriented approach to their transportation
challenges through the 3PL’s unique operating model.

“Our independent agents handle both sales and
operations,” says Jim Gattoni, President and CEO. “We have
more than 1,000 independent agents dispersed across
the United States and Canada with extensive experience in
trucking and other freight transportation services.”
The Jacksonville, Fla.-based 3PL supports customer
needs in a challenging capacity environment.
“Landstar has more than 40,000 approved carriers and
9,000 exclusive-lease truck owner-operators (BCOs) under
contract,” says Gattoni. “With these tools, our independent
agents are able to respond quickly to support customers.”
CASE STUDY: A MAJOR OEM

A leading OEM required significant flatbed capacity and
more efficient scheduling for transporting frames from
supplier to assembly plants.
Landstar reduced OEM costs by leveling the daily
shipments and not procuring truck capacity in the spot
market; increased service levels with a combination
of Landstar BCOs and third-party carriers; and set up
a systematic approach for loading trucks that enabled
scheduling of based on production forecasts. The 3PL also
monitored performance via its mobile app Landstar Connect,
which allows load status updates via smartphones.
Within 10 days, Landstar created a new workflow
for the frames and their transport. The 3PL now moves
approximately 250 loads per day, and saves the OEM a
substantial amount of time and money in the process.

The 3PL engineered a transportation management
solution that integrated Menlo’s Logistics Management
System with the customer’s materials management system;
introduced Menlo Shipment Entry to increase shipment
visibility; provided vendors with a single point of contact for
shipping instructions; and improved planning capabilities.
The new transportation management system offered
improved visibility and cost reductions, with year one
transportation savings of $8 million to   $10 million. Three to
five percent of transportation spend was saved annually.
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